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Outline of presentation

How to use data:
1. to get funding
2. for reporting
3. to make policy 

changes
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Telling our Story to get 
Funding
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Tell them what you do by the numbers:
CHA achievements since 2010
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Assisted New Yorkers with 
309,289 cases at local 
community-based organizations 
and small business groups 

Assisted New Yorkers with 
36,962 cases through a central 
live-answer toll-free helpline

Helped New Yorkers save more 
than $29 million in health care 
and health insurance costs

Educated 105,341 New Yorkers 
about their health care rights and 
health insurance options through 
4,830 community presentations 

Since 2010, CHA has served as New York’s statewide all-payer 
consumer assistance program with a live-answer helpline, a network of 
25 community-based organizations and small business serving 
organizations, and three specialist agencies.  

November 2010 through December 2017
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CHA provides culturally and linguistically competent services in over 23 languages.

CHA’s “hub-and-spokes” model serves every county in New York State:  Community 
Service Society (CSS) is the “hub” staffing a live helpline for consumers to call for 
assistance; the “spokes” are 25 CBOs and three specialist agencies

Show them where you do it:
CHA’s services are provided through community groups and a liv  
answer helpline



• Medicaid/Medicare beneficiaries are more likely to seek services at CBOs
• Commercial enrollees are more likely to seek services over the phone

Use data to tell them how you do it:
Two paths for consumers to obtain services: Helpline and 
in-person help at CBOs and small business groups
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Tell them what you do again:
CHA successfully helps consumers reduce or 
eliminate their medical debt
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Sustainability materials can integrate data:
Annual Report, district maps, member-specific one 
pagers
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Using data for a niche funding pitch:
“CHA helps address the opioid epidemic!”
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Say “Thank You!” with your data:
Additional funding received last year has helped CSS 
increase the helpline answer rate and call outcomes
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Telling our Story to Report 
our Work to our State 

Contract Managers
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Reporting & accountability:
Help them realize your program’s value &
shower them with data & charts



Explain how your program helps the funder help 
consumers:
CHA helps consumers win appeals to access the care they need
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CHA has also provided Do-it-Yourself 
packets to 2,207 consumers.

Commercially insured consumers 
disproportionately seek appeals assistance 
because CHA is listed on their EOBs. 



Explain how your program helps the funder 
help consumers:
CHA helps consumers access medical services
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91%

9%

CHA secures medical services for 
our clients in 91% of its cases

n= 4,223

Medical Service Received Medical Service Not Received3%
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13%
15%

28%

Transportation (Non-emergency)

Surgery/Procedure

Mental Health Care (in/out)

Vision Care

Durable Medical Equipment

Specialist (Non-Mental Health)

Home Care/Personal Care

Primary Care Physician

Dental Care

General Medical Care

Prescription

Top Medical Services Needed
n= 17,060



Reassure the funder about your value:
Consumer satisfaction with CHA services received 
through the helpline is very high
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2017 Client Survey
 75 clients surveyed by CSS (13% of all calls received between 06/26 and 08/15)
 90% said their helpline worker was knowledgeable
 84% said the helpline worker was very helpful
 87% of participants were very satisfied with help received
 99% said they received help in a reasonable amount of time



Telling our Clients’ Stories 
to Effect Change
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Data can be used to identify systemic issues:
2014: NY enacts comprehensive “Surprise Billing” law 
CHA uses data to highlight a glitch

• CHA reviewed 149 cases* between March 31, 2015 to June 
30, 2016 that involved:
o Out of Network emergency and surprise bills (51%)
o Plan and Provider network misinformation (39%)
o Network adequacy (10%)
 (e.g., consumer with cancer underwent treatment at a local 

hospital that was in-network last year. Now needs treatment 
again but hospital is no longer in-network. Network is limited 
such that she cannot get in-network treatment in her county).
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*We looked at 338 cases that involved out-of-network billing issues. 189 were 
issues unrelated to the out-of-network surprise billing law and misinformation 
about provider networks (e.g., coding issues, service denials).



Data and systemic issues:
The law is working: 49% of our consumers had a 
favorable outcome!* 
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Emergency Services Bill

In-network physician was unavailable

Unforeseen medical circumstances arise

In-network physician referral to OON provider

In-network physician sends to OON lab

OON physician treated patient without their knowledge
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Emergency Services/Surprise Bills by Category
n = 76

*28% of consumers did not contact CHA to report the ultimate 
outcome of their case.

Surprise 
Bills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Treatment by an out of network physician at an in network hospital or ambulatory surgical center was the most common type of Surprise Bill.In network physician unavailable: 1 case.Out of network physician treats without patient’s knowledge: 19 cases.Unforeseen medical services: 1 case.Cases where in network physicians sent client specimens to out of network labs was a close second with 15 cases.



Data and systemic issues:
The Glitch: Misinformation about provider networks 
hurts consumers
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Plan gave incorrect network information

Provider gave incorrect network information

Network Misinformation
n = 58

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan or provider misinformation about the provider network constitutes 39% of our relevant cases. Total misinformation cases: 58Plan misinformation cases: 28Provider misinformation cases: 30Only 14 misinformation cases were resolved by the plan or provider. 



Data and systemic issues:
Field Study: Directory dispute protocols 
inconsistently adopted
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CHA conducted two informal survey by calling 15 QHP customer service lines. The surveyor presented a situation where a 
member had received misinformation from the plan’s provider directory. The surveyor then asked what the protocol was to 
remedy the situation. There appeared to be no standard protocol for many QHPs and policy appeared to vary by individual 
customer service representatives.

Plan Customer 
Service Resolves 
Misinformation

Plan Tells
Consumer to 

Submit Claim and 
Follow Grievance 

Procedure

Plan Tells
Consumer to 

Submit Appeal

Plan had No 
Protocol
or Answer

Plan Tells 
Consumer to File 

DFS 
Complaint

• HealthFrist
• MetroPlus
• Oscar*

• Empire BC
• Empire BCBS
• Excellus BCBS
• Excellus Univera
• Independent Health

• Affinity
• Capital District
• Emblem
• North Shore LIJ*
• United

• Fidelis
• Wellcare

• United? (see slide 19)

Best Practice from
Consumer’s 
Perspective!
Members are held 
harmless!

Members not held harmless

*Two plans had a protocol available to correct misinformation on the provider directory: Oscar and North Shore LIJ. 
Oscar’s allowed correction to the provider directory in real time.



Making data real: 
Client story to illustrate the 
issue

Wife called CHA to request assistance appealing a bill for an out of 
network provider listed as in-network. Wife selected a provider from 
United’s provider directory. She checked with the provider’s receptionist 
that the provider was in-network. But later the provider was determined to 
be out of network.

Wife received a $750 bill from the provider. She called the plan’s 
customer service and was told to appeal. She appealed, exhausting her 
internal rights. The customer service representative told wife to file a 
complaint with DFS. 

The provider is still listed as in-network on United’s 
website.
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Provider in-network



For Further Information
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Elisabeth R. Benjamin, MSPH, JD
Vice President, Health Initiatives
Community Service Society of NY
(212) 614-5461 (office)
(917) 364-3332 (cell)
ebenjamin@cssny.org

Community Health Advocates:  www.communityhealthadvocates.org
 Call toll-free:  1-888-614-5400
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